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and fertility as much to revivalist tendencies as to stimu-
lating contact with the West. Modern authors are the
product of the steady composite literary energy which all
these influences have generated
Modern Gujarat! literature has seen revolution in
technique, outlook and creative art. The pedantry of
decadent Saihskrtic traditions is gone. Language has
begun a steady march to purity and unity, to plastic
strength and all-sided power. A new poetry and prose
have come into being. Mechanical prosody is a thing of
the past; experiments in new metres have enlarged the
boundaries of poetic achievement. The lyric, the sonnet,
the ballad, the khanda-kavya and the khand-akhyfina have
paved the way for fresh triumphs. GarabI has become a
thing of beauty. Prose has become expressive, forceful
and picturesque. The essay, the novel and the short story
have attained a high level of artistic execution.
But creative art still runs in restricted grooves, limiting
both quality and variety. The heights of lyrical and epic
poetry have not even been sighted. The social story is not
come of age. The drama is in its infancy. Criticism,
history and biography are yet struggling into existence.
Literature, as a whole, now caters for audience which
grows in size, knowledge and taste, and is familiar with
the literary traditions of Ancient India and Modern Europe,
The exigencies of recital do not limit the nature of literary
form; and dramatic treatment of incident and character
has introduced vividness to literary effort.   Life as drawn
in literature is no longer set in the Purapic mould; other-
worldliness is all but gone.   Romance occupies an import-
ant place. The bloodless Romanticism of the akhy&nas has
been re-shaped by Romaticism of which Rousseau was the
father; and in its upward movement it has, no doubt, mani-
fested extravagance of form, expression and imagination,
Last few years, however, have witnessed a steady approach
towards re-alism, a more restrained but effective expression;
and a greater sense of proportion. -
Literature is becoming more of a personal art.   Indivi
duality of product is now the rule, production by the

